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Blending returns 
– a refresh

Updating our framework
We launched our framework to better identify and blend returns when building 

strategic asset allocations (SAA) in 2018. The Covid-19 shock provided 

something of a natural experiment that enabled us to assess our framework 

during a market selloff and rebound of unprecedented speed and scope. The 

results – see here – prompt us to reiterate the main tenets of our framework 

while we also incorporate sustainable investing. We underscore that there is no 

one-size-fits-all answer: Investors should seek varied return sources in cost-

efficient ways depending on their objectives and constraints. 

April 2022

To recap: We believe the investment returns generated by alpha-seeking managers beyond a benchmark fall into two 

categories: 1) returns that can be replicated systematically and cost-efficiently by broad market and factor indexes seen 

in the factors section of our return taxonomy below, and; 2) returns that are driven by true investment skill and cannot be 

systematically captured through an index – the alpha section. Our views:

Factors: Macro and equity style factors are important drivers of returns. It is important to separate this source of return 

from any alpha-seeking manager’s excess return relative to a benchmark to understand the return that is an investor 

pays for.

Common alpha and pure alpha: Our work finds not just factor-driven returns within excess returns, but also what we 

call common alpha – a type of excess return that appears common across managers but cannot be explained by current 

investible macro and style factors. See below. Pure alpha can be achieved through security selection, tactical asset 

allocation across asset classes and market timing strategies. We combine common alpha with pure alpha – returns that 

can be explained by manager skill alone – for the purposes of attributing alpha.

Returns and fees: What matters are returns net of costs. Product fees cut into returns and can reduce or, in some cases, 

eliminate the alpha an investor receives. Yet these fees vary widely and change over time. Some index and factor 

products can also have large fees. Investors should fully account for fees in portfolio construction.

Governance costs: Governance costs – those required to find and manage alpha-seeking managers – are an essential 

consideration. We believe manager selection and oversight are vital to achieve alpha. See the next page.
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Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, April 2022. Notes: This box shows different sources of return and whether they can be currently acquired with an 
indexing, factor or alpha-seeking strategy. ‘Self-generated’ refers to alpha investors can generate themselves using index/ETF products.
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Key concepts

Know what you’re buying 
We believe investors need to distinguish between alpha, broad market and factor returns. This allows investors to 

allocate to genuine alpha opportunities within and across asset classes. And clarity on the sources of returns 

helps investors measure and understand their aggregated factor exposures while potentially sticking more 

closely to portfolio objectives by fully accounting for them. Looking at excess returns alone can be deceiving, so 

we see a need to uncover the factor exposures embedded in them. 

See the full picture 
A blend of returns should be based on investor objectives, constraints and practicalities. Blending alpha-seeking 

managers with indexing and factor strategies should occur at a whole-portfolio level rather than within asset 

class silos. Alpha-seeking strategies with higher expected alpha, net of fees, may entail higher risk. Yet we believe 

they should not be ruled out even if contributing meaningful market and factor exposures – provided those 

exposures are accounted for. 

Time is money
We believe what matters are returns net of costs. Yet product fees vary widely by client and over time. Governance 

costs to find and monitor alpha-seeking managers can also be considerable. Fees may lower returns – and alpha. 

Many investors have limited resources for these activities. Investors with a limited governance budget may opt to 

oversee just a few alpha-seeking managers – or even keep their entire portfolio in index products.

A natural experiment
We have updated our analysis to include the Covid-19 period - a natural experiment to see what happened to manager 

returns through a risk selloff and rebound of unprecedented speed and size. The results reinforce our framework. We 

found factor exposures played a particularly large role in explaining the month-on-month fluctuations of returns. Risks, 

returns, costs - the numbers you need to build a portfolio - are variable across asset classes and clients. Blending is a 

tailored portfolio construction exercise. So it is important to understand the drivers of return, and the costs borne, when 

building portfolios. 

We found alpha-seeking managers were able to use the market volatility through Covid to generate alpha, though this 

came with higher risk. Factors played an even larger role in the fluctuations of returns in the 2016-2021 period than in 

our previous work (2012-2017). Yet the importance of consistently picking top managers came into sharper focus. Top-

quartile alpha was higher during the Covid-19 period than before, yet we observed that not all managers had a steady 

ride. For example, high yield managers struggled before recovering due to dislocations specific to the asset class. 

Managers in top quartiles before Covid-19 also outperformed their peers during Covid-19, pointing to their ability to 

take advantage of increased volatility. 

We double down on our view: investors need to understand the drivers of returns and their costs when building 

portfolios. Picking and overseeing alpha-seeking managers involves governance costs that can be considerable – and 

the Covid-19 shock hasn’t changed this.

Bottom line:  We double down on our original conclusions. 

• The approach to blending return drivers is a whole-portfolio one.

• Allocating to alpha can have high governance costs

• It is important to know the kind of returns you are buying.
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Sustainability and blending returns
We believe disaggregating the drivers of returns is critical to understanding the opportunities in sustainable investing. A 

recent paper from BlackRock Sustainable Investing highlights the use of innovative data and methods to generate alpha 

via security selection in sustainable investing while looking at the evolving relationship between sustainability and 

traditional style factor investing.

We believe blending returns is consistent with the rise of sustainable investing.

• Prior to the availability of specific sustainable index products, alpha-seeking managers could follow sustainable 

strategies in their portfolio.

• Any excess return from these first-mover managers would have initially been pure alpha. With greater awareness 

and adoption across the industry, this alpha becomes more akin to common alpha.

• A plethora of new indexes is increasingly allowing for a variety of bespoke exposures giving end investors access to 

this source of return via cost-effective index products. We do not use sustainable indexes in our research yet as 

they are still relatively recent innovations unsuitable for long-term historical analysis. Today’s sustainable 

strategies can contribute to pure or common alpha depending on how widely they are utilized.

• The commoditization is not yet complete, in our view, as the definition of “sustainability” is not universally 

accepted, measured or understood. We incorporate E (environment) in our climate-aware capital market 

assumptions (CMAs) but not S (social) or G (governance). We also see a range of different implementations of 

sustainability across the investment universe.

• Sustainable data also provides promising ground to enhance traditional factor investing, such as with aspects of 

sustainable behavior linked to the quality style factor (such as a link between innovation, employee turnover and 

profitability – see the paper above). 

• Just like broader alpha, tomorrow’s sustainable alpha is yet to be invented.

Sustainability will remain part of all return drivers, in our view. We are seeing this play out already with the net-zero 

transition – and we don’t see the transition being derailed by Russia’s horrific invasion of Ukraine. In the near term, we 

see the shock creating investment needs in both traditional energy and renewables. The transition requires the world to 

go from shades of brown to shades of green, in our view. That can create opportunities for alpha, as we have seen with 

traditional energy equities have outperformed the broader market this year as energy prices have soared due to worries 

about supply as the West seeks to cut its dependence on Russian energy. Yet green companies have also outperformed 

the broad market this year. 

On a strategic horizon, we have long argued that a tectonic shift of investor preferences toward sustainability would 

tripper a repricing across assets over time. We are now seeing the transition’s value creation and destruction being 

priced. Relatively green sectors such as IT and brown ones such as utilities experienced a positive and negative repricing 

in 2020, respectively – confirming the expectations built into our climate-aware CMAs. 

The net-zero transition will shape the macro environment – and will be a driver of returns and alpha no matter the shape 

of the transition. See the stylized charts below showing the scenarios of the transition’s speed and shape. 
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Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, February 2022. Notes: The diagrams above serve as a general summary and should not been seen exhaustive nor construed as investment 
advice. For illustrative purposes only. See the full paper Managing the net-zero transition from February 2022.

Speed and shape key
Illustrative net-zero transition scenarios and stylized transition shape, 2022
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BlackRock Investment Institute
The BlackRock Investment Institute (BII) leverages the firm’s expertise to provide insights on the global economy, 

markets, geopolitics and long-term asset allocation – all to help our clients and portfolio managers navigate financial 

markets. BII offers strategic and tactical market views, publications and digital tools that are underpinned by 

proprietary research. 
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